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JARKEN, a Thailand-based architectural, design and construction services rm, has partnered with
renowned Australia-Singaporean rm Cameron Woo Design to host an interior design workshop on
Friday, 14 November 2014.

Features

Sponsored by Decoration Guide, the event, dubbed ‘One-to-One with World-Class Designers’, will be
organised by TigerLily Communication Co Ltd, to be held at the Hangsar Bangkok Hotel from 1pm to 5pm.
According to Siritorn Sitthiwattanawong, JARKEN’s director of corporate marketing, the event is intended
to establish a constructive design language that both professionals and clients would understand.
“This seminar will answer questions from new designers and highlight world-class design with impeccable
execution. The workshop involves illustrating ideas inside the young designers’ minds and then help them
bring those concepts forward into their own creative works,” said Sitthiwattanawong.
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“In addition, it will teach them e ective presentation skills and the proper communication of ideas in
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6 places that prove Sathorn is Bangkok’s chicest

order to meet the consumer’s design expectations.”
Cameron Woo, the award-winning founder of Cameron Woo Design, will share his professional expertise
and advice to new designers to give them a better understanding of the interior design industry as whole.
Woo is also going to demonstrate how furniture selection can match the design plan.
A product showcase from luxury furniture brand sponsor DM Home will be displayed during the one-day
event.
Property Report is a media partner of this workshop.
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Watch out also for our exclusive interview with designer Cameron Woo in the January 2015 edition of
Property Report magazine.
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